Introduction
At ultra-high field, magnetic resonance (MR) studies benefit from higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (1, 2) and better spectral (3) and spatial resolution (4), compared to lower field MR scanners. However, the shorter wavelength (λ ≈ 12 cm at 7T in the brain) causes noticeable RF inhomogeneity and decreased RF penetration of human tissues (5) . Furthermore, the rise in tissue temperature during RF excitation can be higher, as the requirements for energy of RF pulses generally scale with frequency (6) (7) (8) . For these reasons, there are three general challenges when working at ultra-high field: increased RF inhomogeneity, limited RF penetration and high energy deposition in tissues. At lower fields, i.e 1.5T and 3T, limited RF penetration and inhomogeneities are not a big limitation, as the wavelength is longer than the dimensions of the brain. Thus, RF volume coils such as birdcage coil or transverse electromagnetic (TEM) coils are frequently used (9) (10) (11) (12) . However, at 7T and higher field MRI, those coils typically show a central brightening effect in the brain, with low transmit field at the edges of the brain, such as the temporal lobes (5, 13) . Dielectric pads were proposed to address this issue but they only offer a limited and local improvement of the transmit field generated by volume coils (14, 15) .
Moreover, the quality (e.g the compound's properties) of dielectric pads could degrade over time and different head shapes or head movements can also impact its performances. Thus the capability to offer a large and efficient coverage of the head with a robust and reliable setup remains unsolved. Parallel transmit systems, where an array of multiple independent RF coils are used for the brain or body MR scans have been proposed to minimize such obstacles at ultra-high field. By modulating the RF phases and amplitudes (16) of each transmit element in the array, constructive transmit field (B + 1 ) interferences can be generated over the region-ofinterest (ROI), and thus improve signal homogeneity. Several RF coil array designs have been previously reported based on loop coils (17) (18) (19) (20) or micro-strips (21, 22) elements for human brain imaging and demonstrated good B + 1 efficiencies in the cerebral cortex.
Dipole antennas were proposed as an alternative to loop coils as they were shown to have better RF signal penetration depth and field symmetry at 7T MRI (25, 26) . With a centershortened dipole antenna (where the shortening inductance were placed at the center) on a ceramic substrate, the strong electric fields were largely kept outside the subject tissues, and high B + 1 field was achieved in deep body tissues. Thereafter, various others designs such as bow-tie (with the dipole placed on water-filled substrate), snake dipole, distributed inductance or dipole-loop configurations were investigated for body imaging (27) (28) (29) (30) . In particular, a fractionated dipole design (where the two legs of the dipole are split and connected through lumped elements) without ceramic substrate demonstrated higher B + 1,in-depth / √ SAR 10g,max compared to a center-shortened dipole with and without substrate (31) . This is why for body MR scans, the fractionated dipole was commonly adopted for coil array designs (30) (31) (32) . Making use of the properties previously stated, an RF coil array built with dipoles might be able to cover the auditory cortex, the cerebral lobes (frontal, occipital, parietal, temporal) and the cerebellum, either together, or with high B + 1 field through RF phases optimization. Chen et al. (33) previously reported a dipole coil array for head imaging based on meander ends dipole and observed an extended coverage in the neck compared to a commercially available birdcage coil. However, due to the longitudinal extent of the coil array (dipoles' length = 320 mm), an excessive loading by the shoulders negatively affected the B + 1 efficiency. By adapting the geometry of the coil array to cover specifically the whole-brain (cerebral cortex and cerebellum) higher B + 1 efficiency might be achieved. Moreover, even though for body imaging, the fractionated dipole demonstrated better performance compared to the center-shortened dipole, it is still undetermined whether a center-shortened or fractionated dipole coil array design would be more suitable to achieve a B + 1 -efficient whole-brain coverage, as no comparison was yet been made. For body dipole coil arrays the individual properties of dipole designs (center-shortened or fractionated) might be extended to array configurations as the sufficient distance between neighbors allows for enough decoupling. But for a B + 1 -efficient imaging of the brain, a tight geometrical arrangement requires the dipoles to be positioned looking to each other, which will increase the coupling.
For body MRI, the better signal penetration depth of dipoles compared to loop coils has been clearly demonstrated beneficial but for brain MR imaging, reaching deep structures is not a main concern because of the limited size of the head. Nevertheless, the extended longitudinal coverage attained with dipoles might yield higher MR signal in challenging regions such as the cerebellum. However, the inter-element interaction can alter the fine tuning, and matching of the dipoles, and might induce field cancellations. Thus, the placement of the dipoles is a critical step to generate a high B + 1 field. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to design, develop and evaluate an 8-channel dipole coil array able of providing whole coverage of the human brain with a high B + 1 field for MR measurements at 7T.
Methods
Single dipole design A single center-shortened dipole and a fractionated dipole (170 mm long, 15 mm width, 12 mm gap between legs) were etched from 35 µm copper on a FR4 substrate with a thickness of 0.1 mm. For center-shortened dipole, hand-wound shielded-copper inductors ( = 1 mm, Rowan Cable Products Ltd, England) were placed close to the feeding point while for the fractionated dipole, each leg was split in two pieces with a 5 mm gap in between to place the inductors ( Fig. 1A ). Non-magnetic capacitors (American Technical Ceramics, NY, USA) were used as additional lumped elements to match the dipoles to 50 Ohms at 297.2 MHz (7T). Then, a single center-shortened and fractionated dipole B + 1 excitation profiles were experimentally measured. Thereafter, a dipole coil array was modeled and simulated for the center-shortened and the fractionated dipole designs.
Coil array design
The center-shortened and fractionated dipoles for the arrays were modeled with lengths from 158.5 mm to 230 mm and 15 mm width, to ensure an efficient coverage of the head and a tight placement. For both dipole designs, the same geometrical arrangement was applied. Six dipoles were placed around the occipital and temporal lobes of the brain, arranged symmetrically (left-right) but non-uniformly centered along the longitudinal axis to account for the human brain geometry (Fig. 1B) . The dipoles 3 and 4, placed on the back side of the head, were centered closer to the cerebellum to provide higher signal in this region.
A seventh dipole was placed around the parietal lobe and aligned in the anterior-posterior direction, perpendicular to the main magnetic field to provide high RF field at the top of the head where it is usually challenging to achieve high B + 1 field (Fig. 1B) . The dipoles 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7 were slightly bent to follow the curvature of the head. Compared to placing dipoles at the frontal lobe, loop coils demonstrated higher B + 1 efficiency and lower mutual coupling by coil overlapping. Thus, two 95 x 85 mm 2 loops were placed over the frontal region of the head and tilted.
Electromagnetic field simulations Both arrays were simulated with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method on Sim4Life 3.4 (ZMT AG, Switzerland) on a whole body human model, Duke (34) ( Fig. 1B ). All the coil array elements (dipoles and loops) were defined as perfect electric conductors (PEC), gridded at 3 mm-iso, and lumped elements were placed for tuning and matching. Moreover, a topological voxeler was used for the coils to guarantee that their geometry was correctly voxelised. The Duke model was gridded at 2 mm-iso and truncated below the torso to reduce the simulation time without impacting the area of interest (20 Mcells in total). All the coils were driven individually by a Gaussian excitation centered at 297.2
MHz with a 500 MHz bandwidth and computations were carried out on a dedicated GPU (2 x GTX 1080Ti, Nvidia Corp., USA) with an average simulation time of 1 hour per channel for a convergence better than -50 dB (quantifying the variations in the results between two consecutive iterations). An integrated match-tool was used to tune and match the resonant elements in post-processing by adapting the lumped element values which were then introduced into the simulation model. Both arrays were simulated including the inductor losses, modeled with series resistors, as calculated in (35) . Absorbing boundary conditions were applied at the edges of the simulation space to ensure that no reflected wave would interfere with the forward electromagnetic wave.
All the results were interpolated at 1 mm-iso inside a virtual box ( However, the center-shortened dipole design was more sensitive to high currents and volt-ages compared to other resonant coils as the inductors required to tune the dipoles were placed in the gap between the dipole legs. At resonance, electric arcs could occasionally occur between the inductors/capacitors and the dipole's legs, especially with power-intensive MR sequences.
To avoid these side effects, the feeding line and the matching capacitors were soldered on a separate rigid PCB (0.8 mm thickness) placed 16 mm above the dipole ( Fig. 2D -E, C s,1 , C s,2 and C p ). Then, the tuning inductors could be connected in between the rigid PCB and the legs ( Fig. 2D -E, L1 and L2), which eliminated arcing, and provided high resistance to mechanical stress, particularly for adjustments of the inductor value.
The close distance between the dipoles (≈ 75 mm between the center of dipoles) placed around the head resulted in high couplings between neighbors. Thus, a decoupling method based on a magnetic wall approach was applied by placing a decoupling dipole (DecD) at equal distance between two dipoles, with no power input and with its legs short-circuited by an handwounded inductor adjusted to maximize the dipoles' isolation (36) . The DecDs (10 mm width, 12 mm gap between legs) were etched from 35 µm copper on a FR4 substrate with a thickness of 0.8 mm and a length equal to the mean length of the two dipoles in between which they were placed. Five DecDs were used between the dipoles 1 to 6 ( Fig. 2A , in white) and added to the simulation model, to account for their interactions with the dipoles.
MR Experiments
For a single center-shortened and a single fractionated dipole, measurements were performed on a spherical phantom ( ≈ 180 mm, Siemens D165-10606820) using a Magnetom 7T MR scanner with 8 x 1 kW RF amplifier (Step 1, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Measurements on the brain were acquired using the whole-brain center-shortened dipoles and frontal loop coil
Particle-swarm optimization
In both phantom and human brain measurements, phaseonly RF shimming was performed using a particle-swarm optimization (PSO) method (37, 38) .
Based on swarm intelligence, this iterative method aimed to minimize a cost function defined either for maximal B + 1 field (Eq. 1) or homogeneity (Eq. 2).
cost Homogeneity = α.
For maximal B + 1 field (Eq. 1), the Ratio(i,j) was defined as the ratio between the nonshimmed B + 1 field and the sum-of-magnitudes for each pixel in the ROI, while for homogeneity (Eq. 2) the cost function was defined as the weighted sum of the standard deviation and the inverse value of the mean B + 1 field over the ROI. The weighting coefficients α and β could be adapted to balance B + 1 efficiency and homogeneity. Using a multi-core processor (Intel Core i7-4790, 3.60 GHz), the convergence of the method was achieved in less than 20 seconds for maximal B + 1 field and less than 40 seconds with the homogeneity cost function for any ROI considered.
Transmit Field Characterization All the B + 1 maps were acquired with a SA2RAGE sequence for a 500 µs, 90 • , 1 kW hard pulse (39) . To optimize the RF field in regions-of-interest (ROI), B + 1 sensitivities (magnitude and phase) were extracted on Matlab, from a GRE-based sequence, and then processed with the PSO algorithm. The local SAR 10g maps were computed from the simulation results for the RF phases applied in measurements to evaluate the B + 1 / √ SAR 10g,max efficiency for such close-fitted dipole array. In phantom and human brain measurements, the B + 1 field was normalized to 1 kW input power per channel, while the homogeneity was evaluated with the standard deviation. The B + 1 field was compared for single center-shortened and single fractionated dipole that were placed at a distance of 15 mm from the phantom. The transmit losses, were measured to 37% (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) between the RF amplifiers and the coil plug and approximately to 13% from the TR switch connected at the coil plug and the coils.
Anatomical images Healthy male volunteers who had signed a written consent approved by the local ethics committee were imaged with the whole-brain center-shortened dipoles and frontal loops coil array (Fig. 2 ) and with the safety parameters set to the worst-case scenario as evaluated from the Q-matrix (40) , for a simulated model with the decoupling dipoles and 
Results
Individual B + 1 excitation patterns for center-shortened and fractionated (where the two legs were splitted and connected with inductors) dipoles in a phantom showed that while the centershortened dipole yielded slightly higher B + 1 field in deeper regions, the fractionated dipole provided larger longitudinal field coverage ( Fig. 3 ).
No significant differences were observed in B + 1 / √ SAR 10g,max maps, shown for individual center-shortened and fractionated dipole elements in the array (Fig. 4A) . Nevertheless, the individual fractionated dipoles in array demonstrated up to a 20% decrease in local SAR 10g,max value compared to the center-shortened dipoles.
Over the mid-brain (transverse slice), the center-shortened dipole array showed a slightly obtained with the center-shortened dipole array, particularly visible on sagittal view (Fig. 4B ).
Nevertheless, as the differences between the two dipole arrays were marginal, only the 8-channel center-shortened dipole coil array was further investigated.
Measured S-matrix for the whole-brain center-fed dipoles with frontal loops coil array demonstrated coupling values between neighbors and next neighbors below -15 dB for all the dipoles, which demonstrated the efficient isolation provided by the decoupling dipoles ( Fig. 5 ). Individually measured and simulated B + 1 maps (Fig. 6) were similar, and indicated a uniform transmit field distribution for the dipoles except for the dipole 1 which was visibly coupled to the closest loop. We note that the B + 1 -field for dipole 7 was quite efficient although it was placed perpendicular to the B 0 orientation.
To determine if the B + 1 field coverage can be improved, B + 1 RF fields were phase-shimmed in mid-brain (transverse slice) and the corresponding simulated SAR 10g,max , normalized to 1W input power was 0.69 W/kg (Fig. 8A) . A mean B + 1 value of 28 ± 2.3 µT/ √ kW was measured over the shimmed ROI ( Fig. 7A , white solid line) while over a 3D volume encompassing the whole cerebral cortex (Fig. 7A , white dashed rectangle), a mean B + 1 value of 23.2 ± 3.7 µT/ √ kW was achieved. Nevertheless, the high-resolution 3D-TSE images demonstrated a whole-brain coverage with relatively good homogeneity across the slices in transverse and sagittal orientations ( Fig. 7B ) while MP2RAGE images showed high homogeneity across multiples slices.
High-resolution GRE images were acquired with the RF phases optimized in sagittal ( Fig. 9A) and transverse planes ( Fig. 9B ) and demonstrated an homogeneous coverage of the whole-brain, including the cerebellum.
To evaluate the capability for the coil array to efficiently cover the deeper-lying brain regions, RF phase shimming was applied in mid-cerebellum coronal slice using the two different cost functions, maximal B + 1 field and homogeneity. As the ROI for phase optimization covered specifically the lower part of the brain, low transmit field was obtained in the upper regions. (Fig. 10B ). On the edges of the cerebellum, the high-resolution 3D TSE (0.8 mm iso) image in coronal plane demonstrated the improvements achieved with the homogeneous goal ( Fig. 10B, red arrow) while B + 1 field was not significantly decreased, and signal quality in the others directions (sagittal and transverse) was not visibly altered.
Discussion
In this study, a robust and reliable array configuration for whole-brain imaging was shown for an 8-channel center-shortened dipoles with a quadrature frontal loops coil array by B + 1 maps and anatomical images with phase-only RF shimming. This conformal array design exploited the placement of center-shortened dipoles on the temporal, occipital and parietal lobes of the brain and two loop coils on the frontal lobe.
The geometrically adjusted conformal dipole coil array provided a homogeneous coverage of the cerebellum with less than 10% signal variation with RF phase-only shimming. Similar signal homogeneity was achieved in the cerebellum with an 8-channel microstrip Tx/15-channel Rx array covering the cerebellum (42) . However, while the longitudinal extent of this microstrip along the head was 310 mm long, our dipole array was designed in a way that dipole 3 and 4
were placed close to the cerebellum with a length of 220 mm. This might result in lower power input demand and consequently lower SAR 10g,max values in the favor of the dipole array to achieve similar homogeneity. Notably, a 20% voltage input difference was measured in the cerebral and cerebellar regions to get a 90 • flip angle with the dipole coil array. MR spectroscopy in cerebellum could greatly benefit from this result, as the power demand is usually higher compared to other MR applications. In comparison with the dipole coil array, a commercial single channel transmit/32-channel receive head coil (Nova Medical, USA) excited homogeneously the cerebral cortex with lower SAR restrictions. However, in the cerebellum region, the Nova coil demonstrated a clear lack of signal (see supporting information Fig. S1 ).
The dipole coil array demonstrated the capability to cover simultaneously the cerebral and cerebellar regions in MR images. Therefore, both areas could be investigated in a single MR session without mechanical adjustments of the coil array. The transmit field efficiency reached by the dipole coil array competes with previously reported coil arrays at 7T (21, 43-45) (within a 20% range) at the center of the brain. However, most of the 8-channel single-row coil arrays could not provide together whole-brain coverage and sufficient transmit field (18, 43) , especially in the region of the cerebellum. Recently, a close fitting single-row coil array built with loop coils, was shown at 9.4T (46) . At similar B + 1 efficiency at the cerebral cortex, the dipole coil array demonstrated a slightly higher SAR 10g,max which lead to 17% lower B + 1,mean / √ SAR 10g,max value. However, while the SAR 10g,max value was observed in the brain for the dipole array, it is difficult to avoid the SAR 10g,max value close to the eyes for the loop array due to the conformal placement of the loops around the head. Moreover, a clear lack of signal could be observed in the cerebellum with this loop coil array. Therefore, 2 x 8 channels, distributed on two rows might lead to increased B + 1 efficiency beyond the cerebral cortex (17, 18) . In this study, we showed that the whole-brain coverage was achieved by the single row center-shortened dipoles and frontal loops coil array. However, even though good homogeneity could be achieved over relatively small regions, an asymmetric transmit field distribution was observed over larger areas such as whole cerebral cortex (Fig. 7A) . While phase-only RF shimming might be limited to optimize the homogeneity over large regions, other techniques such as strongly modulating pulses (47) or k T -points could be used (48, 49) .
Using decoupling dipoles is an useful method to decouple the close-fitting dipoles around the human head. A simple design of dipoles, tuned to the Larmor frequency with an inductor only enables decoupling of the dipoles in the array mostly lower than -20 dB in comparison to the decoupling value of -10 dB if no decoupling dipoles are present. Moreover, no decreased transmit field efficiency was observed in RF shimmed B + 1 maps acquired with and without the DecDs. However, in the simulation model including the DecDs, the dipoles 2, 3 and 4 exhibited lower decoupling values compared to the measurements, which might be due to the absence of components (RF cables and baluns) and material losses in the simulated model. It also appeared in both the simulations and measured transmit field maps that despite a symmetrical placement of the dipoles, the dipole 1 is more affected by its closest loop (loop 1) than dipole 6 by loop 2. This behavior might be induced by a different field polarization from the dipoles placed either on left or right side of the head, but this needs to be further investigated.
As a fractionated dipole shows higher B + 1 / √ SAR 10g,max level compared to a center-shortened dipole at the depth of 5 cm and further (31) , it might be preferable to build coil arrays using fractionated dipoles. However, it appears that for close-fitted brain coil arrays this statement might not apply. The head size being considerably smaller compared to body regions, it requires a much tighter placement of the coil array elements. With our coil array design, even though the single fractionated dipoles in the array yielded lower SAR 10g levels compared to the centershortened dipole in the array, the center-shortened dipole array offered comparable performances and could even perform slightly better in terms of B + 1 / √ SAR 10g,max ratio depending on the ROI chosen for RF phases optimization. Moreover, individual B + 1 / √ SAR 10g,max maps did not show significant differences between the center-shortened and fractionated dipoles (Fig. 4A ).
It might be beneficial to combine the 8-channel whole-brain center-shortened dipoles and frontal loops coil array with a multi receivers loop array to improve SNR and acquisition speed (50, 51) . With the 8-channel dipole array, it might be possible to place e.g 32 independent receive loops between the dipoles and the head without increasing the dipoles' distance to the head or modifying their position. Then, this coil array could be used to perform studies, where timing of the acquisition and SNR are critical (52) . Another potential field of application for this coil array could be in arterial spin labelling (ASL). Introduced in 1992 (53), it aimed to measure the cerebral blood flow during brain activity. However, this method requires a inversion pulse to be applied on the neck region to "label" the inflowing water proton spins in the arterial blood. Thus, high B + 1 efficiency is required in both brain and neck regions. With the coil array presented here, the idea is to simply replace the dipole 7 (placed on top of the head) by a single loop coil positioned over the neck and uniquely dedicated to apply the inversion pulse required by the ASL method.
Conclusion
A robust and structurally optimized seven center-shortened dipoles with frontal loop coils array enabled whole-brain imaging, including cerebellum, with high transmit efficiency and RF homogeneity achieved with only RF phase shimming. The high B + 1 efficiency achieved in cerebellum, combined with moderate SAR levels, would greatly benefit MR spectroscopy studies in this challenging region and the appreciable phase-only RF shimming qualities could contribute to enhance the robustness of fMRI data, particularly compared to single channel systems when the transmit field is too low. We conclude that the whole-brain center-shortened dipoles and frontal loop coil array represents a valuable contribution to MR applications at 7 Tesla.
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